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Conferences & Calls for Papers

- “Queering Middle East Migrations,” for Special Issue of “Mashriq & Mahjar: The Journal of Middle East and North African Migration Studies”
- Conference: The Body at Work: Gender, Labour, Migration, University of London, Paris
- Special Issue: Re-choreographing epistemologies of the body in the Middle East and North Africa: Mobilizing Resistance Through the Mobility of Dance, Middle East Journal of Culture and Communication Call for Papers
- Forum: Towards Third Worlding, for Lateral, Journal of Cultural Studies

Online Events

- Giving voice to Syria’s disappeared: Online Caabu film discussion for Ayouni (July 15th)
- Book Launch: Houses Built on Sand: Sovereignty, Violence and Revolution in the Middle East (July 16th)

Recent & Forthcoming Books

- Women Rising In and Beyond the Arab Spring, Edited by Rita Stephan and Mounira M. Charrad
- Orientalism, Zionism and Academic Practice Middle East and Islam Studies in Israeli Universities, By Eyal Clyne

Journal Articles & Other Academic Articles

- Gramsci in the Postcolony: Hegemony and Anticolonialism in Nasserist Egypt, by Sara Salem
- The Rise and Fall of the Tahrir Repertoire: Theorizing Temporality, Trajectory, and Failure, by Atef Said
- Policing and Protests: Insights from the Middle East, Crown Conversations
- Essential Resources on Racism and Anti-blackness in the Middle East and North Africa
- Five books to read on the history of Black Muslims

News Pieces & Commentary

- On Tocqueville in Algeria and epistemic violence, Al Jazeera
• Attack on prominent Lebanese activist raises concerns, Al Jazeera
• Assassination of Iraq security analyst to 'silence' free voices, Al Jazeera
• Middle Eastern dissidents find no peace in exile, Al Jazeera
• From militants to student activists: The women who fought for Algeria, Middle East Eye
• Where do survivors of sexual violence turn? The case of Ahmed Bassam Zaki, Mada Masr

Positions & Opportunities

• Tenure-track position in Middle Eastern studies with a focus on anthropology, sociology, or political studies, at University of Bern
• Visiting Assistant Professor/Lecturer in Middle Eastern and North African History, Loyola University Maryland
• Pool Lecturer/Associate Lecturer – History (HIS 260: Middle East Survey and an upper level Middle East class, HIS 361 Israeli-Palestine conflict), at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse